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Sphere Systems WebXL DDC Control System
Overview
The Sphere Systems WebXL represents the next generation in DDC ( Direct Digital Control ) control
technology. It uses the current technologies of modern electronics, the web and XML protocols to deliver
true state-of-the-art performance with power of operation, simplicity of use and ease of installation.
Unlike BACnet and LONworks systems which require complex protocols in order to configure and
operate a system, the WebXL system follows the well-proven software concept of encapsulation. All
functionality is contained in the WebXL controller. The controller is configured using a web interface and
does not require frontend software of any sort. Controllers are connected to the standard IP network which
is already present in most buildings thus doing away with special wiring and the need for special purpose
devices like BACnet gateways and routers. Communication between controllers is made using XML
protocol messages.
By adopting the concept of encapsulation it is possible to build controllers with very different functionality
and freely interconnect and configure these on a network. This makes true inter-operability a practical
reality.
The concept of encapsulation is further enhanced by having sufficient physical points (ie inputs and
outputs) in the controller and also by having a sufficient set of inbuilt control algorithms. This leads to
greatly reduced network traffic between controllers thus limiting the use of network bandwidth.
Simplicity of system design is an important consideration and as the WebXL controller contains a large
variety of inbuilt functions it is very versatile. The majority of a complete building DDC system can be
configured using just 2 basic building blocks, viz the WebXL controller and WebXL I/O modules. As the
I/O modules can be located a considerable distance from the controller module, wiring costs can be
minimised by locating I/O modules next to the plant they control.
Ease of use of the WebXL system is further enhanced by not requiring the use of a programming
language. The system is configured using functional blocks and drag and drop techniques.

WebXL controller module
This is the heart of the WebXL system. It contains all of the control logic, logging memory and the web
configuration interface. It communicates to the outside world via an IP connection and is configured using
a standard browser. Inter-module communication is via XML protocol packets. It communicates to the I/O
modules via a 76.8kbd RS485 network. It supports up to 4 I/O modules. Logging memory is batterybacked. This module also supplies regulated power for the I/O modules.

WebXL I/O modules
These devices provide input/output capability for the system. Each module has 8 binary inputs accepting a
dry contact switching to ground and 8 binary outputs. These outputs are driven by relays rated at 3A.
There are 8 analogue inputs accepting 0-10V signals with each input having a resolution of 12 bits. There
are 8 analogue outputs each providing a voltage source from 0-10V with a current limit of about 20mA.
Each output also has a resolution of 12 bits.

Typical system configuration
The diagram below illustrates just how simple a WebXL system can be. While a small system can consist
of just a few WebXL controllers, when a system gets larger it is convenient to have some way to have the
web browser automatically jump to a controller without having to remember it's IP or name. The optional
headend fulfils this requirement. It contains a list of all devices on the network and the drawings (dynamic
graphics) on each controller. It seamlessly redirects browsers to the relevant controller. It can also have
drawings of it's own which are made up of points from a number of WebXL controllers. It also acts as a
central repository for all current alarms in the system.
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System Component and Network Diagram
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Sphere Systems WebXL
System Component and Network Diagram
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WebXL Controller Technical Data
Power
Operates from 18V to 26V AC or 16V to 35V DC @ 20VA depending on the number of I/O modules
connected. Also can be operated from a nominal 12V DC supply. Uses a half-wave rectifier to allow
multiple controllers to be driven from the same transformer. One leg of the supply connects to earth panel
ground. Provides 12V DC power at up to 1.2A for the I/O modules. Has an in built battery charger for 12V
7AH lead acid batteries.

Processor and Memory
High performance processor with flash memory for program storage, battery backed ram and non-volatile
serial memory for storage of configuration and uploaded graphic files.

Communications
76.8kbd RS485 link to I/O modules, 10Mbit Ethernet port for configuration and communication, 9600bd
RS232 port for local communication and diagnostics

Inbuilt functions
Logic functions use 8 inputs to provide an eight way AND/OR configuration. Delay functions provide a
variety of delays. Continuous (pid) loops provide for proportional control. Discrete loops provide
switching of binary points using analogue values. Arithmetic functions allow a variety of calculations such
as maximum, average, multiply, divide and slope conversion. Lead/Lag functions allow cyclic rotation of
outputs with fault control. Time schedules allow control of operation depending on times. Holiday
schedules allow definition of special conditions based on either a date or range of dates and times. Internal
variables are used to store outputs of functions. All time and holiday schedules drive internal binary
variables so that they can be used like physical points. Messaging allows the sending of information
between controllers. Alarms (Events) are notified by email to either a single address or a group of
addresses. Drawings provide graphic screens for controlling the system. They support uploaded
background images and dynamic animations.

Logging
All binary inputs and outputs are logged for a change of state All analogue inputs and outputs are logged
at user defined intervals Counters on the binary inputs are logged at user defined intervals Alarms are
logged when they are generated and when they are cleared
Dimensions and mounting
Width =
95mm
Height =
105mm
DIN rail mounting

Environmental
Designed to operate from 0 to 60°C at 5 -95% humidity, non-condensing.
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WebXL I/O modules Technical Data
Some of the functionality for the points is derived from software algorithms in the WebXL controller. All
analogue points feature 12 bit resolution for smoother control.

WebXL I/O modules
Analogue inputs
8 inputs each with 12 bit resolution Individual software trim adjustments to compensate for transducer
errors Fully transient protected 0-10V range. Can also be used as binary inputs. Manual override
capability.

Analogue outputs
8 outputs each with 12 bit resolution 0-10V range sourcing up to 20mA of current. Short circuit protected.
Protected against transients. Slew rate control of outputs allows use for things like lighting dimmers.5
priority levels

Binary inputs
8 inputs accept a dry contact switch closure to ground. Fault protected against transients Number of starts
counter on each input. Run time logging on each input Manual over ride capability

Binary outputs
8 outputs each having voltage-free type A relay contacts Relays rated to 3A resistive 30V DC or 24V AC
Short cycle timer on every output Adjustable power up delay on each output Number of starts counter on
each output. Run time logging on each output LED indicator on each output 4 priority levels

Power supply
Operates of 12V – 15V DC normally supplied by the WebXL controller. Power drain depends on what is
connected to the outputs. With all relays activated and low power analogue outputs current drain is
typically around 150mA.
Dimensions and mounting
Width =
175mm
Height =
105mm
DIN rail mounting

Environmental
Designed to operate in temperatures from 0 to 60°C at 5 -95% humidity, non-condensing.
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WebXL Digital I/O modules
Some of the functionality for the points is derived from software algorithms in the WebXL controller.

Binary inputs
16 inputs accept a dry contact switch closure to ground. Fault protected against transients Number of starts
counter on each input. Run time logging on each input Manual over ride capability

Binary outputs
16 outputs each having voltage-free type A relay contacts Relays rated to 3A resistive 30V DC or 24V AC
Short cycle timer on every output Adjustable power up delay on each output Number of starts counter on
each output. Run time logging on each output LED indicator on each output 4 priority levels

Power supply
Operates of 12V – 15V DC normally supplied by the WebXL controller. Power drain depends on what is
connected to the outputs. With all relays activated and low power analogue outputs current drain is
typically around 150mA.
Dimensions and mounting
Width =
175mm
Height =
105mm
DIN rail mounting

Environmental
Designed to operate in temperatures from 0 to 60°C at 5 -95% humidity, non-condensing.
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Using Binary Outputs
Binary outputs in the WebXL system are driven by mechanical relays. The advantage of mechanical
relays over solid-state relays (SSR) is robustness. A mechanical relay will tolerate a fair amount of abuse
without failing unlike a SSR which can die on a single over-voltage transient. Mechanical relays do suffer
from some limitations and it is important to understand these for reliable system operation.

Relay mechanical lifetime
Relays have a set of contacts which are typically held apart by a spring and close when a current is driven
through the coil. With repeated open and closing the spring can gradually lose tension. The bearing
inside the relay also gradually wears with use. There is also wear on the relay contacts with repeated
opening and closing. All this adds up to a finite lifetime which for the relays used in the WebXL I/O
boards is 5,000,000 operations minimum.

Relay electrical lifetime
The relay electrical lifetime depends a lot on how much load the contacts are switching. When the relay
de-activates the contacts move apart under spring tension. As the contacts first part company the electrical
contact is suddenly broken. As this happens an electric field is generated. When the contacts just break
the air gap between the contacts is extremely small and the electric field will be high. This field can cause
ionisation of the gas between the contacts and the current will continue to flow through the air gap. This
arc gets extinguished once the contacts are too far apart for the available voltage and current to maintain
the field. How long the current flows for depends on the voltage being switched, the available current and
how quickly the contacts move apart. The higher the voltage the longer the current flow. If enough heat
is generated by this arc it will vaporise some of the contact material. This gradually erodes the contacts.
You can often this sort of wear as pits in contacts. If a DC inductive load is switched then as the contacts
open the back emf generated by the load can cause very high voltages which can maintain the arc even
with the contacts fully open. The arc can generate so much heat that the contacts fuse together. DC
inductive loads should ALWAYS have a clamping diode connected directly across the load. Voltages in
excess of 1000V can easily be generated as the load gets turned off. AC loads, as a rule, don't suffer from
this problem because the voltage goes to zero during each cycle.
If relays are used to switch an inductive load then when the contacts first close the initial current can be
very high as it is determined solely by the circuit resistance and voltage. This initial current is called the
inrush current. As the current starts to flow it creates a magnetic field in the load and this generates a back
emf which reduces the current towards the normal operating current. The relay contacts and board wiring
have to cope with the inrush current. The heat generated as the contacts close can also be so high as to
weld the contacts together.
Relays have an electrical lifetime which is rated at the maximum voltage and current the relay can switch.
For the WebXL relays this is 200,000 operations at a 250V AC/30V DC and a load of 3A resistive. If the
relay is run at much lower voltages such as 24V AC then the electrical lifetime will start approaching the
mechanical lifetime. Rather than specify an inrush current, relay manufacturers often specify a maximum
load which the relay can switch. For the WebXL relays this is 750VA at 250VAC and 90W at 30V DC.
The maximum switching current is 5A.

Wiring requirements
During normal operation the printed circuit board contacts and tracks have to carry the switched current.
As these all have resistance they will heat up through copper losses. If too much heat is generated the
tracks and contacts can fail. This is especially important in the relay common connections. It is NOT
acceptable to just use a single common pin for all relays if they are run at more than 10% of the rated
load each. There MUST be a wire connected from each common terminal. The terminals are only rated
to carry 10A each and the printed circuit tracks are similarly rated. As a relay can switch up to 3A you
will exceed the connection ratings if you use a common pin for more than 2 relays.
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The terminals on the module and the printed wiring on the board are NOT designed to switch 230V. The
relays should be used to switch light loads and external relays have to be used if you are switching 230V
AC loads.
It is desirable to use the common relay connection as the ground return for the relays. In that way you can
drive loads running at different voltages. If you connect the common to a 24V AC supply then you would
ground one side of all external loads and just switch the power to the loads. Under these conditions you
have to run all external loads at the same voltage.
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WebXL Control Operation
The WebXL system is an object orientated control system. The system is configured using functional
blocks. Each block takes one or more inputs and has one or more outputs. Inputs and outputs can be either
analogue or binary. In addition to the physical analogue inputs (AI) , analogue outputs (AO), binary inputs
(BI) and binary outputs (BO) there are internal analogue variables (AV) and binary variables (BV).
Programming the system to do a specific task means using one or more functional blocks. These can be
cascaded if required. A lot of control operation can be done by just using a single block. Inputs and
outputs also have a limited set of functions which provide additional control. For example, binary outputs
have the capability of incorporating minimum off or on time control. This is useful where compressors
must be turned off for a minimum period of time before being allowed to restart.
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WebXL functional blocks - overview
Analogue input -Analogue output blocks
These blocks take one or more analogue inputs and use them to generate a single analogue output.
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Continuous loops
These are the main control loops and are used to control the position of things like dampers in response to
changes in an input. They provide PID control.
NOTE:- Make sure that the set point is using the same scale as the input.

Heating/cooling loops
These use 2 continuous loops to provide both a heating and cooling function. They provide a shortcut
method of otherwise configuring 2 separate loops. If a control needs both heating and cooling controlled
from a single input then it is easier to use a heating/cooling pair rather than configure 2 separate
continuous functions as the heating/cooling pair shares the same input and sets the loop polarities
automatically.
NOTE:- Make sure that the set point is using the same scale as the input.
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Arithmetic functions
These functions provide a variety of commonly used functions involving one or more analogue inputs.
They can be used to do things like derive an average temperature from a number of sensors, provide a
slope conversion on an input to adjust scaling factors, multiply or divide an input by another input,
generate the enthalpy from temperature and humidity.
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Analogue input -Binary output
These functions allow the conversion of an analogue input to a binary output.

Discrete functions
Discrete functions provide a discriminator or switch type of control as you might find in a thermostat. If
the analogue input is above a threshold it turns the output on. If it is below the threshold it turns the output
off. The function provides more complex control than this because you can set up both a switch type
function or a window type of function. For further details refer to the Discrete function description.
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Binary input -Binary output
These functions take one or more binary inputs and use them to generate single binary output.

Delay functions
These functions are used to provide time delays. For example, they can be used to take an input and delay
its appearance at the output or they can take an input and stretch the input in time so that the output
remains on for a specified time after the input turns off. Delay functions can also be used to provide a
variable delay depending on the values of analogue points. This allows the implementation of optimum
start/stop operation.
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Logic functions
Logic functions take a number of inputs and use the logical combination of these to provide a binary
output to the function. They are extremely useful in creating an output which depends on the state of a
number of inputs. They can also be used to generate state machines which allow the sequencing of
operations.
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Lead/lag functions
These functions are used to provide the rotation of use of pieces of equipment so as to equalise their use.
Fault control inputs allow the control to bypass faulty units.
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Time control of the system.
Time schedules
Time schedules allow the control of operation depending on the time of day and day of the week.
Individual schedules can be set up to turn a binary variable on at a particular time of day and off at a
particular time of day. The schedule can be made to operate only on certain days of the weeks or holiday
exceptions. More complex time schedules can be created by grouping individual time schedules. Each
schedule (single or group) drives a binary variable so the schedules can be used in all functions which
accept a binary input.

Holiday schedules
Holiday schedules come in two flavours. The simplest of these is just setting a particular day from
midnight until midnight as a holiday. A more complex mode of configuration allows a holiday schedule
which is true from a particular time of day on a particular day until a specified time and date. Like time
schedules, holiday schedules drive digital variables and as such can be used in any other function which
accepts a binary input. In addition the holiday schedules are linked to the time schedules so that they can
be used to enable or disable time schedules.
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Alarm functions
These functions are used to provide exception reporting. They let the operator know when something isn't
working as expected. Each alarm function can also be programmed to send a notification by email to one
or more recipients.
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Message functions
These functions serve no purpose in an application where only one controller is used. They are meant for
use in providing and receiving information from other controllers in a system.
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Developing WEB dynamic drawings.
Dynamic drawings are developed by creating a background under any drawing program that can produce a
PNG format drawing. Keep the drawing size as small as possible to allow fast up loading from the
controller. The background drawing can be up loaded by pressing the up load button. This will place the
drawing into the controller memory. Up to 20 drawings can be created in each controller. Press the
Background button to select the drawing and points can be selected and dropped onto the drawing. The
points can be dragged to any location on the background. The Save button must be pressed to generate and
save the dynamic web page into the controllers memory. Drawing can be edited at any time.
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TCP/IP Introduction
The TCP/IP protocol is the protocol that holds the Internet together. It is also found in most internal
company networks.

How does TCP/IP work?
Each person is given (either automatically or manually) his or her own IP address. This IP address is
unique to them and can not be used by anyone else inside your network. Think of an IP address as a
telephone number, if several people had the same telephone number in your town, then there would be a
conflict.
A typical IP address might look something like this:
220.0.0.80
That's it, it's not a huge number that takes half an hour to type in, it's a simple four set number that
identifies your PC.
You can't just make up these addresses, there is a numbering convention that you must use, however, if we
go back to the telephone analogy, we can explain how it works.
If you live in the Australia, specifically in Melbourne, you are given a dialling code of 0161. As soon as
anyone in the Australia sees this 0161 number they know that the person lives in Melbourne. This means
that everyone else in Melbourne has a 0161 number by default, they can't have a 0171 number as this is
already allocated to Sydney.
The IP address works in the same way - On a typical TCP/IP network, the first three digits can not be
changed (they're the 0161 equivalent). In other words the 220.0.0 digits are fixed. We can only change the
last digit. Don't think that all TCP/IP numbers begin with 220.0.0, that just happens to be the example, you
WILL use a different set of numbers in your TCP/IP network.
Here are two examples of a incorrect and correct Class C TCP/IP address (assuming that the subnet mask
is set to 255.255.255.0)
WRONG
Computer A: 220.0.0.180 Computer B: 220.0.1.181
These IP addresses are wrong because the first three digits are different even though the last digit is
correct.
RIGHT
Computer A: 220.0.0.180 Computer B: 220.0.0.181
These IP addresses will work because the first three digits are the same and the last digit is different. If we
changed our subnet mask to 255.255.0.0 it would be possible to communicate using these IP addresses.
Different IP address classes
There are different classes of IP address. The three most commonly talked about are Class A, Class B and
Class C IP addresses. The IP address in the above example (220.0.0.x) is known as a Class C IP address.

Class
A
B
C

Network ID
1-126
128-191.f
192-223.f.f

Host ID
x.x.x
x.x
x

Example
1-126.x.x.x
128-191.f.x.x
192-223.f.f.x
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(f) means fixed address that can not change.
(x) means a value between 0 and 255
You will notice from this list that there is a gap in-between the Class A IP address and the Class B IP
address. This is because the value "127" is referred to as a "loop back address". A loop back address is any
value that starts with 127. It is used for testing purposes only. This means that if you PING the IP address
127.1.1.1, the TCP/IP protocol will not pass the ping packet to the media (your cabling) and will return the
packet back to your network. Any IP address that begins with 127 is a loop back address. So the IP
address 127.1.2.3 is a loop back address, as is 127.100.200.1, etc… This means that you can not use any
127 IP address for your network. This is one of the reasons why there is now a shortage of IP addresses.
By blocking of any IP address that begins with 127, we have lost 16.8 million possible IP addresses (255 x
255 x 255 x 255). When the designers of TCP/IP first thought about loop back addresses, it would have
been more sensible to allocate one single IP address for a loop back test, rather than waste 16.8 million
addresses by blocking off any IP address that begins with 127.
* Class A IP addresses will begin with a number between 1 and 126 and the host ID will consist
of three digits that can vary.
* Class B IP addresses will consist of an IP address that begins with the numbers 128 to 191
followed by another digit that will be assigned by a governing body. The last two digits are
variable.
* Class C IP addresses will begin with a number between 192 and 223 and will be followed by
two more digits that are assigned by a governing body. The last digit will be variable.
From this table you can see that IP addresses are split into a Network ID and a Host ID.

Subnet Masks
Your computer has no way of knowing what kind of IP address you have, this means that there has to be
some way of letting your software extract the network ID from the IP address. To do this, you can use
subnet masks. Typically a subnet mask will look like this: 255.255.255.0. This tells us quickly that we are
using a Class C IP address as the first three 255's tell us that these individual numbers can not change. The
zero tells us that this is the only digit that we can use, so it has to be a Class C IP address.
If we had an IP address of 128.10.11.23 and a subnet mask of 255.255.0.0 then we can quickly see that we
have a Class B IP address.
The whole point of a subnet mask is to tell the computer which is the Network ID and which is the host
ID.

Using Subnet Masks to identify networks
The IP address 128.10.11.23 and the subnet mask 255.255.0.0 tells us that 128.10 is the network ID. If the
subnet mask had been 255.255.255.0, then we could say that the network ID was 128.10.11.
You can use subnet masks to identify networks. Imagine the scenario:
Your company consists of five separate offices: One in Melbourne, one in Sydney, one in Perth, one in
Adelaide and one in Brisbane.
The first network that you design is the one in Melbourne. When you create this network you use
126.1.1.x IP addresses, where x is a number between 1 and 255, as the IP address begins with 126, we
know that it is a class B IP address. As we have a class B IP address we can now build our next network
using the IP address 126.1.2.x, where x is a number between 1 and 255. We can keep incrementing the 3rd
digit until we have built all 5 networks. When had finished we would have:
Network
IP address
Melbourne
126.1.1.x
Sydney
126.1.2.x
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Perth
Adelaide
Brisbane

126.1.3.x
126.1.4.x
126.1.5.x

As long as we ensure that we set our subnet mask to 255.255.0.0 we will be able to communicate
successfully on this network. If we try to use a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0 we will only be able to
communicate on the network that we are connected to. For example, if we are in the Perth network and we
have a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0, we should still be able to communicate in the 126.1.3.x network,
however, if we try to communicate with Adelaide, Sydney, Brisbane or Melbourne it will fail as the subnet
mask of 255.255.255.0 will be telling our PC that we are connected to a class C network (even though we
have a class B IP address).
It is possible to use a Class B subnet mask with a class C IP address. For example, if we changed the IP
addresses in the above scenario to 193.1.x.x, where x is a number between 1 and 255, we could still
communicate on our network as long as the subnet mask was set to 255.255.0.0.

Subnet masks other than 255
Most subnet masks will be either 255.255.0.0 (for class B networks) or 255.255.255.0 (for class C
networks), however, occasionally you will see a subnet mask which is a little different. For example:
255.255.128.0.
If you see this type of subnet mask, it is worth while resorting to binary to see what is happening.
The binary sequence for 128 is:
128
1

64
0

32
0

16
0

8
0

4
0

2
0

1
0

When we see a subnet mask like 255.255.128.0 we know that some of our IP address are now reserved by
the subnet. For example, the IP address 126.1.16.1 would be OK as the 3rd digit ‘16’ is not being used by
the subnet -the subnet is reserving the ‘128’ bit. As the subnet is reserving the ‘128’ bit, if we tried to use
the IP address 126.1.128.1, this would be impossible as the subnet mask is reserving that bit.
If we had a subnet mask of 192, our binary table would look like this: In this example, we are reserving
the 8th and 7th bits. So any IP address is valid that does not try to use those bits. For example an IP
address of 126.1.32.1 would be perfectly legal if our subnet mask was.
128
1

64
1

32
0

16
0

8
0

4
0

2
0

1
0

255.255.192.0. However, if we tried to use an IP address of 126.1.64.1 we would get an error as 64 is
using a bit that the subnet mask has already reserved.
Why bother-using subnet masks this way at all? Imagine that you are a company that has decided that you
want every office to have the same IP addresses. For example, you want people in Perth to have the IP
addresses 193.1.1.x, people in Melbourne to have the same IP address, etc… In this example you could do
the following:
Network
Melbourne
Sydney
Perth
Adelaide
Brisbane

128
1
0
1
0
1

64
0
1
1
0
0

32
0
0
0
1
1

16
free
free
free
free
free

8
free
free
free
free
free

4
free
free
free
free
free

2
free
free
free
free
free

1
free
free
free
free
free
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If our Melbourne subnet mask is 255.255.128.0 then each PC in Melbourne can use the IP 1 through to 16
bits for their IP address, so you could use the numbers 193.1.1.1 through to 31. In Sydney, who are using
the subnet mask 255.255.64.0, they could use exactly the same IP address as those people in Melbourne.
As could those people from Perth, Adelaide and Brisbane.

Gateway addresses
People will often say that the virtue of TCP/IP is that it is routable. What does this mean? Imagine that you
had two networks separated by a router (or it might be a gateway).
The router allows the two networks to talk to each other. So if a user uses the PING command from his
workstation on Network A, the router will pass the information onto Network B. It will pass the answer
back to Network A when an answer is received from the device on Network B.

Here's a way to see what a gateway does:

Compare it to sending out invitations to a party :
You have decided to celebrate your birthday (or something else). You will invite your good friends, your neighbours
(because your party may become a little noisy, so it is better to invite them) and some relatives. You design a nice
invitation letter and print it.
How will you deliver it to your neighbours? Most probably you will simply walk over in the evening and drop it
yourself in the mailbox of your neighbour.
But your brother/sister lives on another continent! Will you make a direct delivery? Most probably no. You will put the
invitation in an envelope, write the address on there and drop it into the next collection box of your postal service. They
will come (maybe with a car, maybe on a bike), bring it to the next post-office, then on a truck to the next railroad
station to the next airport, then onto a plane, again a truck, again a car/bike, until it arrives at your brother/sister.
The delivery via postal-service is equivalent to the TCP/IP Gateway/Router: You just drop your message and then you
do not care anymore , it is now the job of the postal-service (for your invitation letter) or the Gateway/Router (for your
TCP/IP Network traffic) to make sure that it arrives at the proper destination.
Not all IP networks use a gateway. A simple network of interconnected computers without any link to
another network will usually not have a gateway. On the other hand if there is a router in the network to
interconnect 2 networks then there will be a gateway.
Generally speaking, a computer has a single physical connection to the network. All data destined for a
particular computer arrives through that connection. However, the data may be intended for different
applications running on the computer. So how does the computer know to which application to forward
the data? Through the use of ports.
Data transmitted over the Internet is accompanied by addressing information that identifies the computer
and the port for which it is destined. The computer is identified by its 32-bit IP address, which IP uses to
deliver data to the right computer on the network. Ports are identified by a 16-bit number, which TCP and
UDP use to deliver the data to the right application.

Configuring the WebXL IP settings
The WebXL system allows the setting of the IP parameters via a serial port. This is configured for
9600baud, 8 bits, no parity and 1 stop bit (ie a setting of 9600,8,n,1).
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To configure the WebXL controller:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Connect a serial cable from the RS232 connector to a PC serial port. This uses a straight through
cable.
Start up any basic PC serial communication program such as Terminal or Hyper-terminal set for serial
communication.
Set the communication to 9600 baud and 8 bits, no parity, 1 or 2 stop bits.
Hold the Esc key on the keyboard down while powering up the WebXL system. You have 5 seconds
from the WebXL being turned on to press the Esc key.
The WebXL system will print a short menu on the terminal program listing the current IP settings.
To change the IP address type: Iaaa.bbb.ccc.ddd (where aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd is the IP address
example:192.168.5.121) and then press the Enter key. WebXL will echo the new IP address. To
change the network mask type: N255.255.xxx.yyy and then press the Enter key. WebXL will echo the
new network mask.
To change the gateway type: G:ddd.eee.fff.ggg and then press the Enter key. WebXL will echo the
new gateway address. Note that it is only necessary to set a gateway if there is one on the network.
Many local area networks do not use gateways but if there is a router on the network then this will
require you to set the gateway.
To change the port number type: P14215 and then press the Enter key. WebXL will echo the new
port number. Note that while you can assign any number between 1024 and 65535 as a port number
there are a number of commonly used ports and these should be avoided. It is highly recommended
that you stick with a port number of 14215.
To quit the configuration type Q and then press the Enter key. WebXL will send a message saying it
is quitting the configuration mode.

Notes:
• If you do not type anything for 15 seconds then the WebXL controller will automatically quit the
configuration mode.
• The first time after power on when you enter any command there will be no reply. You can just type
anything and then press the Enter key rather than enter a valid command.
• If you are using a single, stand alone WebXL controller then it cannot send messages to any other
controller so the port number is not used.

WebXL Continuous loops & Heating/Cooling Loops
These functions are used where proportional control is required. Heating/Cooling loops are just a pair of
continuous loops which share the same input. They provide a convenient shortcut for doing both heating
and cooling control. Everything discussed below applies to both heating/cooling loops and continuous
loops.

What is a Continuous loop?
A continuous loop takes an analogue value as an input and compares it to a set point. The difference, or
error value, is used to drive the output which then drives the controlling device in such a way as to
minimise the error. The simplest form of loop just multiplies the error by a constant value. The value of
the multiplier is called the proportional gain (Pg). The equation for this is:
Output = error * proportional gain The disadvantage of this type of loop is that there must always
be an error for the output to be nonzero.
One can add a fixed value to the output to set the error to be zero at one value. This makes the loop
become a Reset loop. The equation for this is:
Output = (error * Pg) + Reset value The reset value is normally set to the expected required
output under normal conditions.
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Integral gain
The error can be removed if we add an Integral gain (Pi) to the loop. Integral gain effectively sums the
error over time and multiplies this sum by the integral gain and adds the result to the output. This has the
effect of gradually driving the output higher or lower as time progresses which results in the error
eventually reaching zero. The integral gain has to be kept fairly low otherwise the loop can become
unstable and the output will switch between fully on to fully off. Integral gain is extremely useful in
providing an adaptive control loop.

Differential gain
The problem with using integral gain is that it takes time for the loop to reach equilibrium. While this
works perfectly well in normal building control it has problems with fast responding control such as steam
control. We can add another type of control called Differential gain (Pd) to a control loop to handle this
sort of control. Differential control looks at the rate of change of the input and multiplies this by the
differential gain and adds the result to the output. Take the case of steam where the control valve opens a
bit too far. You will get a very rapid increase in the output which will give a large differential error
resulting in a very rapid loop response. Differential gains have to be kept fairly low to keep the loop
stable.

PID loop gains
The use of the three types of gain gives what is called a PID loop. In a building the typical sort of
proportional gain used is about xxxx. If integral gain is used a typical starting point is about one hundredth
of the proportional gain. The differential gain is likely to be similar in value to the integral gain. Always
start at a conservative value and only increase the gains slowly if required. If the loop becomes unstable
dramatically reduce the gain values.

Deadband
To prevent actuator wear it is common practice to use a deadband in a continuous loop. The deadband is
the amount the input can change without causing any change in the output. For example, if you have a set
point of 21°C with a deadband of 0.5°C then the temperature can vary from the set point by ±0.5°C before
the output will change.

Heat/Cool loops
Heating/Cooling loops use 2 loops to generate a heating and a cooling input. They share a common input
and otherwise are identical to using 2 separate loops, one for heating and one for cooling. The advantage
of using a Heating/Cooling loop compared to using 2 separate loops is that there is less data to enter when
configuring the loop and the polarity for the heating and cooling outputs is automatically selected.

WebXL Arithmetic functions
The arithmetic functions in the WebXL system accept up to 16 inputs, which have to be analogue points or
fixed values. The output of an arithmetic function is an analogue output or variable. A variety of
arithmetic functions are implemented as detailed below.
Note that all inputs to a function must use the same units and scale factor otherwise the output is probably
meaningless. All calculations are done using the internal 12 bit value for a point. The outputs and
calculations are protected from returning an invalid result so that numbers greater than 4095 are limited to
4095 and negative numbers are set to 0.
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Maximum value
This functions looks at each input and returns the maximum value found.

Minimum value
This functions looks at each input and returns the minimum value found.

Average value
This functions looks at each input and returns the average value of all the values.

Median value
This functions looks at each input and returns the median value of the inputs. The median is the midpoint
between the minimum and the maximum.

Sum
This function returns the sum of all the inputs. Note that this can result in a value which is greater than the
internal 12 bit representation. The result is limited at the maximum internal value.

Enthalpy
This function takes a temperature as the first entry and the humidity as the second entry and returs the
enthalpy. The calculations are based on a temperature range of 0-100°C and a humidity between 0 and
100%.

This function only uses 2 inputs and computes the difference between the first and the second entries as:
Output = first input -second input.
If the result is less than zero the result is set to 0.

Difference
This function only uses 2 inputs and computes the difference between the first and the second entries as:
Output = first input -second input.
If the result is less than zero the result is set to 0.

Multiply
This function multiplies the first entry by the second entry and divides the result by the scale factor. The
scale factor can be 1, 10 or 100. The result is limited to 4095 which is the maximum value permitted in 12
bit arithmetic.
Output = (first input -second input) / scale factor

Divide
This function multiplies the first entry by the scale factor and then divides the result by the second entry.
The result is limited to 4095.
Output = (first input * scale factor) / second input
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Slope and Offset
This function implements the function:
Output = ((first input * second input) / scale factor) + third input
Which represents the equation: y = ax + b where a is the slope of the line and b is the offset.

Reverse Slope and Offset
This function implements the function: Output = third input -((first input * second input) / scale factor)
Which represents the equation: y = b -ax where a is the slope of the line and b is the offset.
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WebXL Discrete loops
Discrete loops provide a discriminator type of function. They take an analogue value as an input and
compare this to a set point. The output of the loop is a binary value. If the input is above the set point then
the output will be ON, if the input is below the set point the output will be OFF. This is a basic Switch
function. The output of the loop can be inverted which means that the ON becomes OFF while the OFF
becomes ON.
A Window function uses an upper and a lower set point. If the input is between the 2 set points the output
is ON otherwise it is OFF. Again the loop output can be inverted making the output ON when the input is
less than the lower set point or higher then the upper set point.
If the input is not stable then one can get repeated transitions from ON to OFF and vice versa as the input
oscillates around the set point value. To overcome this problem hysteresis can be added to the function.
With hysteresis the output changes from OFF to ON when the input is above the set point PLUS the
hysteresis. It turns OFF when the input falls below the set point MINUS the hysteresis. A similar
operation applies to a window function at both the upper and lower trigger points. If the input now
oscillates around the set point the output remains stable.
The hysteresis value if chosen to accommodate expected small scale fluctuations in the input.

WebXL Delay functions
Delay functions are used when you need something to happen for a longer, or possibly shorter, time than a
binary input is present for. An example of this is when a light should remain on for a few seconds after the
switch controlling it is turned off. This is used in modern vehicles to allow the cabin light to remain on
while the person is locking the car. The WebXL system allows the generation of a number of commonly
used types of delay. In addition, a delay where the time delay can be controlled by an analogue point is
very useful in implementing energy saving optimised start/stop operation of plant.

Retriggerable fixed width delay
This form of delay drives the output ON whenever the input turns ON. The output stays on for a fixed time
irrespective of how long the input is ON for. If the input turns OFF and then ON the delay gets restarted
(re-triggered) so that the output will be ON for the delay time after the last input transition from OFF to
ON.

Non-retriggerable fixed width delay
This form of delay drives the output ON whenever the input turns ON. After that time the input is ignored
until the delay finishes. Thus this form of function ignores anything on the input while the delay time is
active.
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Input lengthened by delay time
This delay type is used to delay the turn on of the output. The output stays OFF after the input turns ON
and stays OFF until the delay time after which the output follows the input. Multiple transitions of the
input while the delay is active reset the delay.
The diagram below shows how these various delays work.

Reverse operation
Triggering of the delay can be either on the OFF to ON (rising) edge of an input or on the ON to OFF
transition (falling edge). The diagrams indicate what happens on the rising edge. Reverse operation inverts
the Input.

Variable delay
Variable delay uses a number of other analogue parameters which control the delay time of the function.
The delay time varies as a function of the source, set point, low and high limits at the time the input to the
function becomes true (ON for normal operation or OFF for reverse action). If the source is below the set
point then the delay is:
Delay = delay time * (1 -((set point -source) / (set point -low limit)))
While if the source is above the set point the delay becomes:
Delay = delay time * (1 -((source –set point) / (high limit –set point)))
Reverse action on the Variable delay changes these formulae to: Source < set point:
Delay = delay time * (set point -source) / (set point -low limit)
Source > set point:
Delay = delay time * (source –set point) / (high limit –set point)
Normal operation of a variable delay sets the delay to 0 when the source equals the appropriate limit and
the delay is equal to the set delay when the source is at the set point. The output of a variable delay turns
ON when the delay time has expired after the input turns ON. Reverse operation on the input allows the
selection of whether the rising or the falling edge on the input is used as a trigger.
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WebXL Logic functions
Logic functions are implemented as an array of AND/OR functions. Each function takes up to 8 inputs and
combines these as a set of 8 AND functions which are all OR'd together. If one AND function is TRUE
then the output of the function is TRUE. The output of the function can also be inverted if required. The
inputs must be binary inputs, variables or outputs and the output can be a binary variable or output.
To define a function you have to select the inputs for the function. There can be any number of inputs
from1 to 8. The AND functions are defined in 8 columns where an input can be selected as True, False or
not used. As an example look at the following function:
Inputs
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

AND 1
T
T
F

AND 2

AND 3

AND 4
F

AND 5

AND 6

AND 7

AND 8

F
T
T
T

This defines a logic function of the form:
Output = (A &B &/D) OR(/B &C &D &E) OR/A
Where & represents the logical AND and /X represents the complement value of X Entries with white
backgrounds are ignored. You only have to assign physical points to inputs which are used (ie where the
background colour is red or green).
Logic functions can be cascaded and are evaluated from 1 to 32 so that if you feed back an output from
say function 27 to function 25 any changes in the output of LF25 due to change in the output of LF27 will
not be processed until the next iteration. Logic functions are evaluated once/second. In general feeding an
output from a later function to an earlier one will introduce a delay while feeding forward won't. There
could be cases where this introduced delay is desirable.
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WebXL Lead/Lag functions
A Lead/Lag function uses a number of inputs and drives a number of outputs. It is used to cycle the
operation of plant such as chillers. Each device in the list has a control input, a fault input and an output.
If the Fault input is true then that piece of plant is assumed to be unavailable and is taken out of the
algorithm.
The various assigned outputs are put into a list in the order entered into the list of points. When an input is
turned ON the algorithm turns ON the first output in the list. When another input is turned ON the
algorithm will turn ON the next output in the list. Note that there is no correlation between which input is
turned ON and which output is turned ON. For example take the case of three devices, say chillers:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
A red background indicates that the point is OFF while a green background indicates that it is ON. If Input
IB goes true, ie it is turned ON, then one output turns ON. Initially this will be OA as:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
Now if another input, say IC, turns on then the second output turns on as:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
If input IA also turned ON then all outputs would turn ON. If device OB is faulty then it gets taken out of
the system operation and we have:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
Note that output OC has turned ON instead of output OB and that input IB is still active. If input IB now
turns off we get:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
Even though input IB initially turned ON output OA turning it off turns OFF the last output. Now if all
inputs turn OFF and the fault on device 2 goes away we revert back to the initial condition:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
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If the input causing plant rotation now gets triggered and then input IB turns ON again we get the
following situation:
Input
Fault
Output
IA
FA
OA
IB
FB
OB
IC
FC
OC
Note that now output OB has turned ON whereas before output OA turned ON. We have thus rotated
which piece of plant gets turned ON as a result of an input turning ON. Each time the input causing
rotation changes from OFF to ON the starting point in the list is rotated one place down. Note that it is
possible to cause a rotation even with some outputs turned ON. The individual short cycle timers on
binary outputs can be used to control physical plant minimum ON or OFF times.

WebXL Time and holiday control
The WebXL system provides a comprehensive set of time and holiday controls. Time and holiday
schedules drive internal binary variables. This means that they can be used just like any other binary point.
The great advantage of this becomes obvious when trying to do some otherwise difficult operations such
as running plant over the midnight boundary. With WebXL this becomes very easy. All you need do is set
a time schedule to turn on at the desired timer. Drive the output of the time schedule into a delay function
which is set as a fixed delay corresponding to the time the plant should turn on. You then use the output of
the delay function to control the plant.

Time schedules
A typical time schedule contains a start time and a stop time plus the days of the week when the schedule
should be active. The times are set in 24 hour time mode. Public holidays and other date driven controls
use the Public Holiday day.

Time group schedules
These allow a number of schedules to be grouped together to provide a more complex set of On and Off
times during a day.

Holiday schedules
Holiday schedules drive the Public Holiday day of the week in a time schedule as well as setting their own
binary variable. A public holiday is a single day starting at midnight and ending at midnight.

Holiday From-To schedules
These schedules provide a range of holiday dates and times. They can be set to start at a particular time on
a particular day and operate until a particular time and date. There a number of variations which can be
employed for further flexibility. Besides being set for a range of dates they can be set to start immediately
and end on a particular time and day or they can be set to start on a particular day and then run
indefinitely.

WebXL Alarms
Alarms in the WebXL system can be generated by any point. Alarms send notifications by email and also
can send a message to an optional headend. This allows the consolidation of viewing alarms at a system
wide level. In addition, an alarm can also be configured to drive a binary output or binary variable. This
could be useful for providing a local user alert or for establishing fault-tolerant control.
Each alarm has an "input" which if it is a binary value can be set to trigger an alarm either when the
"input" becomes true or false. Analogue points generate an alarm by comparing the value of the point with
that of another point or fixed value. Hysteresis can be added to eliminate spurious alarm states when the 2
analogue values are similar.
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A binary point can also be used to Inhibit an alarm. For example, you could generate an alarm if the
temperature in a room gets too cold but then inhibit the alarm from occurring based on a time schedule so
that it doesn't fire at night or on weekends when the plant is turned off.
An alarm state has to persist for a user programmable time before an actual alarm is raised. If during this
delay time the alarm goes away then the delay is reset. This can be used to prevent transitory conditions
from causing an alarm. During the delay time the alarm is put into a Pending state.

All About Priority Levels
Analogue and Binary outputs have in addition to the usual sort of output control another block called
priority levels. This note describes what priority levels are and gives some ideas where they might be
useful.
Let's consider the case of a fan blowing air through an electric heating coil. The amount of energy fed into
the coil would typically be controlled by a heating loop or a discrete function. The airflow does 2 separate
things. The first is that it gets warmed by passing through the coil. This is the normal operation. In the
process though it prevents the coil from overheating as it removes energy. If the airflow stops then the
coil will keep getting hotter until the rate of loss of heat is equal to the energy input. This could cause the
coil to overheat and burn out the heating element. To prevent this happening we need to monitor the
airflow and if this stops then we need to disable the heating.
Lets digress a bit and look at priority levels and how they work. Under normal operation when an
analogue output is driven by, say, a heating loop, the value of the output is determined by the loop. You
can override this by using an inhibit. An inhibit can be any binary point. When the inhibit goes True it
overrides the normal output and drives the output to a preset value which the user can set. When the
inhibit is False it has no effect. You can select whether the On or Off state of the binary point is to be
taken as True. In the case of the WebXL system all analogue and binary outputs have an inhibit
associated with the output. There are also 4 levels of priority control. Priorities work exactly the same
way as an inhibit. There is a Trigger input which is identical to the inhibit input on the output. You can
select which Level of the Trigger input is to be regarded as True. You can also set the Value (On or Off
for binary or a value for analogue) that the output should go to when the trigger is true. In effect the
inhibit on the output is identical to a priority input.
Where does the priority come in? You will notice that if you look at the configuration screen that each
priority level has a number from1 to 4. Priority level 1 is the lowest of the four but has a higher priority
than the inhibit on the output. The output will be driven to the value associated with the highest priority
trigger that is True. For example consider the case where the trigger for priorities 2 and 4 are both True.
If priority 2 tries to turn a binary output On when it is True and priority level 4 tries to turn it Off then
Priority level will prevail as it has a higher level than 2, so the output is driven Off.
So going back to our example of the heater and fan, how do we prevent the heating element from
overheating? We use an airflow switch to monitor airflow. If the switch does not detect airflow we drive
the heating element off. Thus the airflow switch becomes the inhibit or trigger and the active (or True)
state is when no airflow is detected. The Value of the output should be Off for a binary output or at a very
low level for an analogue output. We can do this using any of the effectively 5 priority levels. Normally
this sort of inhibit would be done at the lowest level of priority as the highest levels will be used for things
like emergency and fire control.
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WebXL-IO DIP switches
There is a 4 position DIP switch on the WebXL IO module. This controls the board address and the
debouncing of the binary outputs.
The 2 DIP switches labelled A0 and A1 are the board address switches. The board address is defined by
the On and Off states of these switches as per the following table:

Board address
1
2
3
4

A0
Off
On
Off
On

A1
Off
Off
On
On

The DIP switch next to the address switch controls the debouncing of the binary outputs. If this switch is:
On then then there is no debouncing
Off then debouncing is turned on. Debouncing requires that 2 successive writes to the board with the
output in the same state are required before an output will change. This adds a minimum of a second
delay to the change of state of an output.
A DIP switch is in the On state when it is towards the word ON on the switch.

Broadcasting and Multicasting
Most traffic on networks is a point-to-point messaging. A device on the net sends a message to another
device. This is a "one to one" transmission and is called unicasting. There are cases though where a
device wants to send a message to a number of other devices. This is a "one to many" mode of
transmission. The IP numbering scheme provides mechanisms to do this sort of messaging.

Broadcasting
A broadcast is a single data stream intended for every station on the network. In forwarding broadcasts,
routers (and switches) have no way to intelligently determine, on a case-by-case basis, whether any
stations on a particular network actually need or want the data. Routers are usually configured to just pass
or block broadcasts on any particular route. Routers are often set up to block broadcast traffic because of
the potential for "broadcast storms," in which packets are broadcast and rebroadcast, severely degrading
network performance. When they are blocked by all routers, broadcasts are limited to one LAN segment.
Broadcasting can be done on a local subnet or on a broader basis. An IP address of 255.255.255.255 is
considered a local broadcast. It will not be transmitted through a router onto another network. This
limitation can be removed by using a different form of broadcasting. Consider a local network where the
netmask is 255.255.255.0. All devices on this net will have the first three groups the same. Thus an ip
address for a device on this network could be 192.168.1.xxx where the only difference between ip
addresses on the LAN are in the last 3 digits xxx. If xxx is 255 then this is considered to be a broadcast to
all other devices on the LAN. In general a broadcast address is made by setting all the 0 bits in the
netmask to one and keeping the rest of the ip address.

Multicasting
To get past routers and yet avoid flooding innocent bystanders (networks where there are no stations that
need the data), the sender can transmit multiple unicasts. Each unicast is directed at a particular end
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station; the data is not forwarded to networks where there are no recipients. However, generating a
separate, identical data stream for each receiver is inefficient. It gobbles up network bandwidth,
particularly with data-intensive applications. In addition, it's a lot of work for the sender, requiring extra
processing power and memory.
A multicast is a single data stream that is intended only for stations that have joined the appropriate
"multicast group." Other stations filter out multicast packets at the hardware. The sender has to generate
only a single data stream. Unlike a broadcast, however, a multicast-enabled router will forward a multicast
to a particular network only if there are multicast receivers on that network. When the last station on a
network segment leaves a multicast group, the router "prunes" the multicast data stream associated with
that group by ceasing to forward that stream to that segment. Thus networks with no receivers are spared
the burden of carrying the multicast traffic. Pruning also makes "storms" much less likely. Multicasting
offers the best of both worlds: efficiency for members of the multicast group, peace and quiet for
nonmembers.
The IP addressing scheme has a block of IP addresses set aside for multicasting. Addresses with the top 4
bits set to 1110 are considered multitasking addresses. These form a block from 224.0.0.0 to
239.255.255.255. This block is further divided into 3 separate blocks as follows:
Range Start Address

Range End Address

Description

224.0.0.0

224.0.0.255

224.0.1.0

238.255.255.255

239.0.0.0

239.255.255.255

Reserved for special “well-known” multicast
addresses.
Globally-scoped (Internet-wide) multicast
addresses.
Administratively-scoped (local) multicast
addresses

Multicasting uses multicast groups. Individual devices can enter or leave a group at will. If they are not
part of the group then they will not receive messages sent to that group.

WebXL Implementation
The WebXL system uses multicasting for sending global information, like time schedules and holiday
schedules, from the Master to all controllers. Normal communications (Alarms, Drawings) between the
Master and the Controllers uses unicasting (ie a one-to-one communication). Communication between
controllers is usually done on a one-to-one message but if you use the multicast address as the IP address
of the destination then the message will get sent to all controllers. Using the multicast address as the
destination IP address in a message will NOT get a reply so you cannot get information from another
controller. You can send information though. The message will be sent 3 times a few seconds apart so
you MUST ensure that the message repeat time is greater than 20 seconds. For multicasting to work, it is
essential that all devices on the network use the same multicast address!
What Multicast address to use is probably not very important in most cases but it is recommended that the
bottom group of addresses (224.0.0.0 to 224.0.0.255) be avoided. You can use either the global or
administrative group but it would be sensible to check with the local IT department in the organisation
whether any multicast addresses are already used. An address of 225.0.0.3 could be considered a good
starting point.

How devices find each other on a network
(all about IP numbers, MAC addresses and switches)
We all know that for computers, or other devices, on a network to be able to communicate with eachother
they need to be given IP numbers. This article will try and explain in simple terms what actually must
happen for communications to be successful. IP numbers though aren't sufficient, what is required is that
each device in the world must have a unique number. This is known as the device MAC (Medium Access
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Control) address. The MAC address is a 48 bit (6 byte) number which is built into every device which
can be connected to an Ethernet network. The number is coded into each individual device by the
manufacturer. It is written in the form: 23:45:98:A7:E9:1B
It is the MAC address which identifies the sender and the recipient of a message. When a packet of
information gets sent from one device to another the message contains the MAC source and destination
addresses NOT the IP addresses. This means that there has to be a method of mapping the MAC address
of a device (its hardware address) to an IP number (its logical address). The way this is done is through
ARP (Address Resolution Protocol).

ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)
The term address resolution refers to the process of finding an address of a computer in a network. The
address is "resolved" using a protocol in which a piece of information is sent by a client process executing
on the local computer to a server process executing on a remote computer. The information received by
the server allows the server to uniquely identify the network system for which the address was required
and therefore to provide the required address. The address resolution procedure is completed when the
client receives a response from the server containing the required address.
The arp request message ("who is X.X.X.X tell Y.Y.Y.Y", where X.X.X.X and Y.Y.Y.Y are IP
addresses) is sent using the Ethernet broadcast address. Since it is broadcast, it is received by all systems
in the same LAN. This is ensures that is the target of the query is connected to the network, it will receive
a copy of the query. Only this system responds. The other systems discard the packet silently. It is
important to note that a broadcast is a message sent out using the subnet mask where 0's in the subnet
mask are set to 255. Here are some examples of a broadcast address on a LAN
IP address
7.7.7.7
139.133.7.10
129.5.255.2
131.108.2.1
131.108.2.1

subnet mask
255.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.0.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.251

network number
7.0.0.0
139.133.7.0
129.5.0.0
131.108.2.0
131.108.2.0

host part
7.7.7
10
255.2
1
1

broadcast address
7.255.255.255
139.133.7.255
129.5.255.255
131.108.2.255
131.108.2.3

The last two lines show the same network divided in two different ways. Since each network must have a
single netmask, only one of the two different ways may be used at any one time. Furthermore, it is
important that all systems connected to this network have the same netmask to operate correctly. If
they don't then arp will not work as the broadcast addresses are different. For example if one device in the
network has the netmask of 255.255.255.251 and all other devices use 255.255.255.0 then a broadcast
from the first device will look like a packet addressed to a specific device as far as the rest of the network
is concerned. This means that arp only works on the local network and does not cross network
boundaries.
The target system forms an arp response ("X.X.X.X is hh:hh:hh:hh:hh:hh", where hh:hh:hh:hh:hh:hh is
the Ethernet source address of the computer with the IP address of X.X.X.X). This packet is unicast (sent
to a single computer) to the address of the computer sending the query (in this case Y.Y.Y.Y). Since the
original request also included the hardware address (Ethernet source address) of the requesting computer,
this is already known, and doesn't require another arp message to find this out.
After receiving the reply the client knows the MAC address of the server and can send packets to the
server. The mapping between IP and MAC addresses is stored in a cache inside each device. This means
that the device doesn't need to use ARP each time it wants to send a message. To prevent the cache from
continually growing and to clear out unused entries it is periodically flushed. What usually happens is that
each entry in the cache is given a "time-to-live". This is decremented, say every second, and when it
reaches zero the entry gets flushed. It only gets replaced the next time a packet has to be sent to that IP
address.
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ARP in practice and why things sometimes don't work
Each device in a network uses ARP to obtain a map between an IP address and an actual MAC address
which it needs to be able to send an information packet to a desired IP address. Whenever the sender
wants to send a packet it refers to its cache to get the device MAC address. If the IP address is not in the
cache it then initiates an ARP request to find the address. This can have some unwanted consequences. If
the MAC address of a controller is changed (eg the controller is swapped over) then the mapping between
IP and MAC addresses is broken in the cache of all other devices. The sender of course is quite unaware
of this so it will send packets to the wrong address or to a non-existent address. The target doesn't get the
message and the network appears broken! This might or might not initiate another ARP request
depending on what protocol is used. (UDP doesn't care if the destination exists or not so it will not initiate
a new ARP request.) If a new ARP session isn't started immediately then the problem should eventually
resolve itself after the entry gets flushed from the cache. The next time a packet needs to be sent to that IP
address it will find no entry in the cache so a new ARP session will start and the address will resolve.
Note that it is required that it is the sender of the message which needs to start the ARP session not the
target as it is the sender which has the wrong cache entry.
Another problem can arise if 2 devices on a network are assigned the same IP address. In this case both
devices will reply to the ARP request message (See previous section). Only one of these entries can be
in the ARP cache so one device will never be accessible. That could be different for different devices on
the network and it could depend on when the ARP request was sent and the order in which both devices
with the same IP number reply.

Switches
Switches are used to interconnect devices on a network. An Ethernet switch automatically divides the
network into multiple segments and acts as a high-speed, selective bridge between the segments. It
supports simultaneous connections of multiple pairs of computers which don't compete with other pairs of
computers for network bandwidth. It accomplishes this by maintaining a table of each destination address
and its port. When the switch receives a packet, it reads the destination address from the header
information in the packet, establishes a temporary connection between the source and destination ports,
sends the packet on its way, and then terminates the connection.
Each input port on a switch gets mapped to a physical MAC address. This occurs when the switch
receives a packet of information from a device connected to one of its ports. It reads the source address
(ie source MAC address) from the packet and associates that port with that MAC address. If you connect
a device to a port and it never sends any information to the switch then the switch has no way of
identifying the device MAC address! Normally any device connected to a port will transmit information
at some stage so there isn't going to be a problem.
Lets look though at another possibility. Imagine a switch with device A connected to port 3 and device B
connected to port 4. If both devices A and B have been sending information the switch associates port 3
with the MAC address of A and port 4 with the MAC address of B.
Port 3
Port 4
Connected to A
Connected to B
MAC address of A
MAC address of B
Now lets disconnect devices A and B and connect device A to port 4 and device B to port 3. If neither
device A or device B transmit data then the switch will still associate port 3 with A and port 4 with B.
Any information coming in on another port meant for device A will be sent to device B etc. ie the
network will appear to be broken!
Port 3
Port 4
Connected to B
Connected to A
MAC address of A
MAC address of B
Once device B sends a packet to the switch that will now allow other devices to communicate with device
B. Packets coming in from another port but destined for device B will now be sent to both ports 3 and 4.
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When a packet now comes in for device A the switch will not have any reference to device A's MAC
address so it should broadcast the packet out of all ports so device A will receive it.
Port 3
Port 4
Connected to B
Connected to A
MAC address of B
MAC address of B

WebXL implementation
In the case of the WebXL system the controllers only send information to a switch when they want to send
a message. If a controller wants to send a message it will firstly have to get the MAC address of the
destination. If it doesn't already have this information in its cache it will broadcast an ARP message
asking who has that IP address. The destination will get the reply and hence the switch will be able to
match the destination device and all will work properly. If you now connect the destination device to a
different port on the switch the message will be sent to the original port and the message will never reach
the intended target! The network won't work! The only way it will work again is when the sender deletes
the target MAC address from its cache or when the sender gets powered off and on. That leads to a new
ARP request which again is broadcast.
In a similar manner if you change the IP address of a controller on the network then all other controllers
will have an invalid mapping of IP to MAC address. This will only resolve after a new ARP request is
made.

The WebXL LCD Display
This graphics panel allows users to control many features of the WebXL system without having an
internet connection. You CANNOT configure the system using this display.
The display maps points on drawings to the LCD display. Not all drawing points are displayed though.
Currently the LCD panel does not support the display of delay times or time schedules. The display
system allows the user to change loop set points and gives full control of all Analogue and Binary points
with the exception that priority levels are not supported, although the display will report if an output point
is in a priority mode.
The system supports the complete range of drawings that the controller handles. The WebXL system
supports 20 drawings each with 20 points on them so the display supports up to 400 points. This is in
excess of the total number of physical points plus variables that the WebXL controller supports so the
LCD display allows ALL points in the controller to be displayed and monitored.
A menu system is used with software defined buttons to allow users to select a drawing and step through
the points on the drawing. The display has 7 lines for displaying points lists and point details. The eighth
line is used for the menu system.
A password system is used to protect some drawings from unauthorised access. All users have unlimited
access to the first drawing so this should be used for information which anybody is allowed to change. To
access any other drawings the user must enter a 4 digit PIN number (Password). This is a 4 digit number
using all 10 digits from 0 through 9. There is only one PIN number for the display. Once entered
correctly access is granted to all drawings. An automatic timeout is included which will log a user off
after 15 minutes if no key is pressed on the display for 15 minutes

Operation of the LCD Display
The display is menu driven with software controlled menu buttons.

Programming the Password (PIN number)
1.
2.

In the HOME menu press the LOGON button to access the password menu.
The display will redefine 3 of the keys as blocks of numbers. The forth key becomes an OK button.
The numeric keys work much like the keypad on a mobile phone. Pressing a key once will display
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3.

4.
5.

the first number, pressing it again steps through to the next number etc. Unlike a mobile phone
though selecting another group of numbers will not advance the digit but merely change the current
digit.
To save and advance a digit press the button between the UP and DOWN keys. No indication is
given of which digit is being edited. This is deliberate. The system is designed to be reasonably
secure and as such all hints as to what to do are suppressed.
After all 4 digits have been entered, press the OK button. If the logon has been successful the
LOGON button on the home page will change to LGOFF.
To logoff the system go to the home page and press the LGOFF button.
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XML Protocol
WebXL TCP/UDP XML message syntax
Messages have the form:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<WebXL>
<Function is="getRequest"/>
<ID Seq="xx"/>
<Data>
<Item Type="yy" Chan="xx" Value="zz" ……./>
<Item Type ="xx"…….. />
<Item Type…../>
</Data>
</WebXL>
The first 2 lines and the last line are fixed text and never change.
The <WebXL tag is used to define this message as one for a WebXL controller. This allows different
messages in the future.
The Function line has 2 types of function: getRequest, and setRequest. The getRequest is used to ask
for Value from a controller and the reply comes back as a getReply. The setRequest is used to send
Value to a controller and the controller replies with a setReply message. Note that you can send Value
globally to all controllers in which case no reply is made. Otherwise all commands send a reply to ensure
that the message was received. You cannot have a global getRequest. Using a Function tag rather than
specifying the function as the tag makes it easier to parse a message.
The <ID tag specifies a packet sequence number. This is useful if we need to correlate a received packet
with one which has been sent or if we do retries.
Everything between the <Data> and </Data> tags is the data for the message. You can have a number
of items between these tags but the total message length must be less than 500 bytes.
The <Item tag indicates a new line of data or a message where the attributes (called tags from here on)
specify the type of data. Messages have to specify the type of Value, the channel to read and write from
and the Value to be written or read. Each message is enclosed by <Item and /> tags.
The Type and Chan tags must always have values associated with them. For the Value tag zz tag either
contains actual Value in engineering units if the Value has to be sent or a * if this Value is required. The
tags MUST be sent in the order of Type, Chan and Value. Some commands require additional tags. For
example:
<Item Type="Schedule" Chan="12" Active="7" From="32356780" To="8765432"/>
note that there is no Value tag used here.
Not all tags have to be sent. If an tag isn't specified the Value for that tag isn't used.
Note that all attributes have to enclosed in double quotes.
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The allowable Type and Chan and associated Value tags are specified in the table below.
Property of Message tags
Type
Chan
Rd/Wr
Tags
Description
AI
1 to 32
Rd only Value
Read an analogue input
R/W
Manual: ON,OFF
Read whether in manual mode
The Min value of the input
R/W
Min
R/W
The Max scale value of the input
Max
R/W
The units of the input
Units
Rd only Name
The name of the point
AV
1 to 32
R/W
Read/write an analogue variable
Value
R/W
The Min value of the variable
Min
R/W
The Max scale value of the variable
Max
R/W
The units of the variable
Units
Rd only Name
The name of the point
AO
1 to 32
R/W
Priority level to read from or write to
Priority
R/W
Read/write an analogue output
Value
R/W
The Min value of the output
Min
R/W
The Max scale value of the output
Max
R/W
The units of the output
Units
Rd only Name
The name of the point
BI
1 to 32
Rd only Value: ON or OFF
Read a binary input
R/W
Manual: ON,OFF
Read whether in manual mode
Rd only Ontime
Read input ontime - in seconds
Rd only Name
The name of the point
BV
1 to 32
R/W
Value: ON or OFF
Read/write a binary variable
Rd only Name
The name of the point
BO
1 to 32
R/W
Priority level to read from or write to
Priority
R/W
Value: ON or OFF
Read/write a binary output
Rd only Ontime
Read output on time - in seconds
Rd only Starts
Read number of starts
Rd only Short
Read the short cycle timer
Rd only Name
The name of the point
Schedule
1 to 16
R/W
Read/write a time schedule. The Active tag is
Active
R/W
specifies the days the schedule applies to (0
Start
R/W
through 255). The Start and End tags specify the
End
times in seconds after 1 Jan 1980.
Rd only Name
The name of the point
TimeGroup
1 to 8
R/W
Value (0 to 65535)
Value is a bit mask of which time schedules make
up the group
Rd only Name
The name of the point
Holiday
1 to 16
R/W
Deletes date at chan
Delete
Starting date of the holiday in secs after 1 Jan
Date
1980.
HRange
1 to 16
R/W
Deletes date at chan
Delete
Starting and ending dates of the holiday in secs
From
after 1 Jan 1980.
To
Alarm
1 to 32
Rd only State: Set or Clear
The alarm has been set or cleared
Rd only Message
Alarm message
Wr only Ack: YES,Set,Clear
YES acks alarms - setRequest
Set or Clear acks alarm msg and stops retries
R/W
Sets, reads the head end IP address
IP
Rd only Set
Returns the Alarm set map - head end update
Rd only Clear
Returns the Alarm cleared map
Rd only Uack
Returns the Alarm user ack map
Drawing
1 to 20
R/W
Reads or sets the name of a drawing
Name
Clock
NA
Wr only Time
Set the system time
Device
NA
Wr only Name
Set the controller name
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WebXL Alarm and Online messaging
The headend sends an Online message every 10 seconds as a setRequest message with the
following tags: Type="Online" IP="headend ip" Set="" Pending="" Uack=""
Note that the Chan tag is not used which forces the controller to skip the normal tag parsing and
it traps out on the Online tag which saves the headend IP address and then vectors to the
getAlarmTags function.
The controller responds with a setReply message with the Set, Pending and Uack alarm maps.
The headend uses this reply to mark the controller as being online. If no reply is received by the
next headend controller scan then the controller is marked as offline.
On getting or clearing an alarm the controller sends an alarm message as:
Function is="setRequest" Type="Alarm" Chan="xx" State="Set" (or "Clear") Message="xxx"
Where the chan and message tags are set to the appropriate values. Note that the userack tag
won't be sent as the alarm cannot have been acked at this time.
This alarm is sent repeatedly until the head end sends a setReply message with the following
tags: Ack="Set" (or "Clear") Message="alarm message".
The headend grabs the Alarm set and alarm clear messages to update its internal database of
alarms. If the internal table is full then the alarms are ignored.
The headend acks an alarm by sending a message with the following tags set:
Type="AckAlm" Chan="xx" Ack="YES" Uname="xxx" where xx is the alarm number and xxx
is the user name of the acknowledger. No retries are attempted. This can cause a problem
where the headend has marked the alarm as being acked but the controller did not get it.
The problem can be fixed if the alarm is acked at the controller.
The system has to work if the headend gets disconnected and then reconnected or even if it gets
initialised. The Online message is used to do this. It returns the map of alarms in the controller.
We check whether these alarms appear in the internal headend list and if they do we can clear
the appropriate bit in the map. After going through all headend alarms we are left with a map of
alarms which don't exist in the headend. We now go through this list and ask for the alarm
details for each alarm. That gets the controller to send the message which then updates the list in
the headend. Because we could potentially have lots of alarms we limit the number of messages
to 5 in each pass so that eventually we work through them all. We also limit the sending to the
number of empty slots in the headend alarm list as there is no point in asking for what you can't
store.
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